ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to provide a more unified approach to questions involving the existence of points of joint continuity in separately continuous semigroup actions by deriving a small number of general principles which suffice to deduce previously derived results and generalizations thereof. The first major result gives sufficient conditions for a point to be a point of joint continuity in a general setting of "migrants", a useful symmetric generalization of semigroup actions. Results concerning actions of semigroups with group-like properties follow. In the latter part of the paper the notion of a subordinate point is introduced and joint continuity at subordinate points for various settings is proved. Finally, these results are applied to linear actions on locally convex spaces.
Introduction.
In 1957 R. Ellis [6] showed that if the multiplication of a group on a locally compact space was separately continuous, then it was jointly continuous. By extending the techniques of R. Ellis, the author was able to show continuity at 1 (more generally, at units) in the semigroup setting [12] . At approximately the same time I. Namioka [16] proved a fundamental theorem concerning the existence of points of continuity for separately continuous functions with the second factor compact. This allowed the results on semigroup actions to be extended and the proofs to be simplified [13] .
Recently there has been a renewed burst of activity in this area. D. Helmer [8, 9] extended the results of [13] and applied his results to actions of semigroups on linear spaces. J. P. Troallic [26, 27] introduced some novel ideas to deduce a variety of results-in particular, that the minimal ideal of a group-dense compact semitopological semigroup is a group. G. L. G. Sleijpen introduced a new class of semigroups called "stips" [23] , and he and H. Dzinotyiweyi [5] proved several results concerning actions on the measure algebra in particular and on linear spaces in general.
In another direction W. Ruppert [17] studied continuity in semigroups with one-sided continuity. He has also exploited continuity at the units to introduce the machinery of group actions in order to obtain quite striking results on the structure of compact semitopological semigroups on manifolds [19] and those that have a dense subgroup [18] . More recently J. Berglund [1] has utilized the presence of continuity at the units in his study of weak periodicity. Thus not only have the results on continuity per se expanded, but they are also playing an increasingly prominent role in the topics of semitopological semigroups, weak periodicity, analysis on semigroups, etc.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a more unified approach to continuity problems by deriving a small number of general principles which suffice to deduce many of the previously mentioned results and generalizations thereof. In §3 the Troallic transport principle is presented in the general setting of "migrants"; migrants are introduced because they give a useful "symmetric" generalization of semigroup actions. A sampling of a variety of consequences appears in § §4 and 5.
In §6 semigroups satisfying versions of Sleijpen's "exchange" axioms are introduced. The second major group of results, which concern actions of such semigroups, are given in §7. The arguments involve appropriately modified versions of the transport argument from my earlier paper [13] . It follows that such semigroups act continuously on compact spaces whenever the action is separately continuous; important generalizations of this result are also given.
The machinery of §7 is carried over to migrants in §8. Helmer's skillful techniques for using the theory of semigroup actions to study linear actions on locally convex spaces [9] are then employed in §9 to derive generalizations of results of Helmer, Sleijpen [23, 25] , and Dzinotyiweyi [5] concerning linear actions of semigroups.
Throughout the paper the work of Namioka [16] forms the topological foundation for the results derived herein.
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Preliminaries.
Let £ be a set and let "V, W C E x E. We adopt the following standard notation:
M-x={(x,y):(y,x)£M), V o Vu = {(x,z):(x,y) E V, (y,z) £ IV for some y £ E}, V[x} = {y:(x,y)£M}.
Let Z be a set and let Í2 be a uniformity on Z. For another set Y, let ZY denote the set of all functions from Y to Z. For A C Y and W E Q we define A -W = {(/, g)£ZY x ZY: (f(x),g(x)) E W for all x E A}.
The sets A -* ~W, ~W £ fl, form a basis for a uniformity of ZY, called the uniformity of uniform convergence on A.
Throughout the remainder of the paper all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. Let X and Y be topological spaces, let (Z, fi) be a separated uniform space with uniformity Í1, and let *: X x Y -> Z be a function sending (x,y) -> x*y. By means of the function *, we can alternately regard each member of X as a function from Y into Z. Specifically for x £ X, define x: Y -> Z by x(y) = x * y. The function x -» x then defines a function from X to Yz.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.1 DEFINITION. For Vi) £ 0 and A c Y, we say that x £ X is uniformly Vl>-continuous on A if there exists an open neighborhood N of x such that (x * y, u * y) E ~W for all u £ N, y E A. Equivalently x is in the interior of (A -> ~W) [x] where (A -> 1V)[x] = {u £ X: (x * y,u * y) E ~W for all y E A}.
We say x is uniformly continuous on A if x is uniformly 'H'-continuous on A for all WEÜ.
We say that x E X is jointly "W -continuous on A if xa -> x and ya -> y in A, then for large a, (xQ * ya, x * y) E "W.
The next proposition is standard and straightforward.
2.2 PROPOSITION. Suppose that *:X xY -> Z is separately continuous, that A C Y is compact, and that U, VJ £ fl satisfy U o U C "W.
If x £ X is uniformly (jointly) U-continuous on A, then it is jointly (uniformly) W-continuous on A.
We recall a (slightly modified) definition from [20] (see also the notion of JCC in [9] ).
DEFINITION.
A space X is called a Namioka space if given any compact space Y, any uniform space (Z, Ü), and any separately continuous mapping *:X X Y~ -> Z, then for each IV E Q the set of points in X which are (uniformly or jointly) 11>-continuous on Y has dense interior. (In light of Proposition 2.2, it makes no difference which type of T-f-continuity is used in the definition.) I. Namioka [16] made a major contribution to this area by showing that strongly countably complete regular spaces, a generalization of both complete metric and locally compact spaces, are Namioka spaces. Alternate proofs and generalizations have been given by Saint Raymond [20] , Troallic [26] , Kenderov [11] , Helmer [9] , and Christensen [3] . These papers (and others by these authors) contain several interesting applications of this important result. For the record we specify one equivalent version of Namioka's result [16] (see also [26, Theorem 4] ).
2.4 THEOREM. If X is a strongly countable complete regular Haus dorff space (in particular if X is locally compact Hausdorff or complete metric), then X is a Namioka space.
Migrants
and the first transport technique. In this section a standard techique for obtaining specific points of continuity is introduced, what Ruppert has labeled a "transport" technique. The rough idea is to take points of continuity that are already known to exist (usually an amorphous lump of points guaranteed by Baire-categorical considerations) and "transport" the continuity to the desired point or points. In this section we adapt a technique of Troallic [27, 7] ; in latter sections other techniques will be introduced.
We assume throughout this section the following situation: Let X, V, and Z be Hausdorff topological spaces, and let n: X x Y -> Z be a function which sends (x, y) to x * y. Let M be a set (or space) of "migrants", and let F: X x M -» X sending (x, m) to xm and G: M x Y -> Y sending (m, y) to my be functions such that for all x E X, m £ M and y £ Y the following "transposition" law is satisfied:
x * (my) = (xm) * y.
We normally assume that juxtapositions are performed first and omit the parentheses.
3.1 DEFINITION. For K C Y, let UK:X x K -► Z denote the restriction of n to X x K. A pont x £ X is called a point of continuity o/ÏÏk if n^ is continuous at (x, y) for all y £ K.
The following results were inspired by the work of Troallic [27] , particularly his clever method of shifting between variables in separate-joint continuity arguments.
3.2 LEMMA. Let (Z, fl) be a uniform space, and assume p £ X, K C Y satisfy the following hypotheses:
Hi: For all m E M, the function Fm:X -> X sending x to xm is continuous at P-H2: There exists L C Y with the property that given m E M, y £ K there exists z £ L such that x*y = x * mz for all x £ X.
H3: Given U £ fl, there exists x in the closure of pM such that x is uniformly U-continuous on L.
Conclusion: Then p is uniformly continuous on K.
PROOF. Let ~W e fl. Pick a symmetric U E fl such that ÜoÜcW. By hypothesis there exists x £ (pM)~ such that x is uniformly ¿/-continuous on L.
Hence there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that for all u E U and y E L, we have (x *y,u* y) EÏI. Choose m £ M such that pm E U. By hypothesis there exists an open neighborhood N of p such that Nm C U.
To complete the proof, we show by means of the anticipated transposition argument that (p * y, r * y) E "W for all r £ N, y E K. Since y £ K, there exists z £ L such that w * y = w * mz for all w E X. Then p * y = p * mz = pm * z and similarly for r E N, r *y = rm*z. Since Nm C U, (x*z,pm*z) E U and (x*z,rm*z) £ U.
Thus (p*y,r*y)£lloUcW.
The following theorem is one important application of Lemma 3.2.
3.3 THEOREM. Let X be a Namioka space, Y a compact space, and Z a uniform space. Assume further that H: X x Y -+ Z is separately continuous and x -* xm:X -> X is continuous for all x £ X. Suppose also that M satisfies either (a) mY = Y for all m E M, or (ß) given anm£ M, there exists m! £ M such that (xm)m' = x for all x £ X. Then if p E X has the property that int ((pM)~) ^ 0 (e.g. pM is dense), then p is a point of continuity for n.
PROOF. Let K = L -Y in Lemma 3.2. The first hypothesis of the lemma is clearly satisfied.
Let m E M and y EY. If (a) holds, then y = mz for some z E Y, so x * y = x * mz for all x. If (ß) holds, then let z = m'y. We have x * y = (xm)m' * y = xm * m'y -xm * z = x* mz for all x E X. Thus H2 holds. In this section we apply the results of the previous section to compact semigroups with a separately continuous multiplication and a dense subgroup. A prime example is the weakly almost periodic compactification of a topological group.
Throughout this section let S be a compact Hausdorff semigroup with separately continuous multiplication (i.e. a compact semitopological semigroup) and let H be a subgroup such that H = S. Note that by continuity the identity 1 of H is an identity for all of S. We employ Theorem 3.3 to study the structure of 5. 4.2 Notation. If x E S, then x7 will denote some (arbitrarily chosen) cluster point of {g"1} where {ga} is a net in H converging to x.
We turn now to the study of regular elements in 5. Recall from semigroup terminology, that an element x £ S is regular if there exists y £ S such that xyx -x (see [4] for basic semigroup concepts).
4.3 PROPOSITION. Let x be a regular element of S. Then there exist unique idempotents e, f such that e, resp. f, is R-equivalent, resp. ¡¿-equivalent, to x (i.e. eS -xS, Sf -Sx). Furthermore, xx' = e, x'x = /, and xx'x = x.
PROOF. Suppose e = e2 and eS = xS. Since e is a left identity for eS, ex = x. Thus eS = xS = exS. By Proposition 4.1 exx' = e. Hence xx' = exx' = e. Dually x'x = /. The existence of e and / follows from the regularity of x (see e.g. [4, p. 58 (ii) If x' is also a regular element, then by the dual of Proposition 4.3, x'xx' = x'. Thus x and x' are inverses. By standard semigroup theory x has a unique inverse (since each £-class and £-class in the P-class of x have only one idempotent). Thus if 9a -* x, then the net {g^1} has at most one regular cluster point, namely the inverse of x.
(iii) If S is the weakly almost periodic compactification of H, then by the universal property of S, the anti-involution g -► 9_1 on H induces an anti-involution I: S -> S. By continuity if ga -> x, then g~l -» I(x); furthermore, if x is regular, then also I(x) is (since / is an anti-isomorphism).
Thus by part (ii) of this remark x and I(x) are (the unique) inverses of each other. In particular, for an idempotent e, 1(e) = e.
It appears to be an interesting line of investigation to study in greater detail properties of the involution /. 4.5 COROLLARY. Let T be a closed subsemigroup of a compact semigroup S with a dense subgroup. Then the minimal ideal of T is a group. In particular, the minimal ideal of S is a group. PROOF. It is well known and basic that the minimal ideal is completely simple (see e.g. [2, II. 1]). By Proposition 4.3 each row and column of the minimal ideal has at most one idempotent. Hence the minimal ideal is a group.
The last part of Corollary 4.5 was an important early result in the theory of separately continuous semigroups; the early proof was an analytic one which employed the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed point theorem [20] . Troallic [27] has recently given a topological proof of this result in the same spirit as that given here.
The next result was first obtained by W. Ruppert (but after I had told him about the earlier results of this section).
4.6 COROLLARY. Suppose that e, f are idempotents in a group-dense semigroup S. Ifef = f, then fe -f. Furthermore the idempotents E(S) of S form a complete lattice with respect to the usual natural partial ordering of idempotents.
PROOF. Suppose ef -f for e, / E E(S). A routine verification yields that fe is an idempotent and fS = feS. By Proposition 4.3 / = fe.
Let A be a nonempty subset of idempotents and let T be the smallest closed subsemigroup containing A. By Corollary 4.5 the minimal ideal of T is a group; let / be the idempotent in this group. We establish that / is the greatest lower bound for A in E(S).
Let e £ A. Then ef is in the minimal ideal of T; hence f(ef) = ef. Thus (ef)2 -e(f(ef)) = eef -ef, i.e. ef is an idempotent. Thus ef -f (since / is the unique idempotent in the minimal ideal). By the first part of the proof / = fe. Thus / < e. It follows that / is a lower bound for A.
Let 9 be another lower bound. Then ge = g for all e £ A. Thus the closed subsemigroup U = {x E S:gx = g} contains A and hence T. We conclude gf = g. Similarly fg = g. It follows that g < /, i.e. / is the greatest lower bound for A. Since E(S) has a largest element 1 and every nonempty set has a greatest lower bound, it follows that E(S) is a complete lattice.
Group and semigroup actions.
We turn now to the application of §3 to group and semigroup actions. We begin with a mild generalization of a theorem of Ruppert [19, . If 5 is a semigroup, an element s £ S is called a right unit if s S = S. Note that a unit in a semigroup with 1 is a right unit.
5.1 THEOREM. Let S be a semigroup on a compact space such that the set of right units is dense, let X be a compact space, and letW: X x S -> X be a separately continuous right action of S on X.
(i) If'mt(pS) ^ 0 (e.g. pS = X) for some p £ X, then p is a point of continuity for n.
(ii) // the action is minimal in the sense that xS = X for all x £ X, then U is continuous. (ii) is immediate from (i). By switching the roles of X and S, we obtain one of the principal results of Hansel and Troallic [7] . The reader is referred there for some nice applications of this result.
PROOF, (i) Apply
5.2 THEOREM. Let S be a semigroup on a Namioka space and suppose right translations by elements of S are continuous. Let U: S x Y -> Y be an action of S on a compact space Y and let M denote the set of s E S such that sY = Y. If t £ S and the interior of (tM)~ is nonempty, then t is a point of continuity for n. In particular if M is dense in S and left translation by t is continuous, then tS = S implies t is a point of continuity for II.
PROOF. Apply Theorem 3.3 with X = S, M = M, Y = Y, Z = Y, and p = t.
To conclude that M dense in S implies tM is dense in tS = S, we need that left translation by t is continuous.
Namioka [16] and Troallic [26, Theorem 10] have given generalizations of the well-known theorem of Ellis on group actions [6] . The following result is in the same vein. We introduce in this section certain classes of semigroups and certain types of points in semigroups which exhibit desirable behavior in our study of actions in later sections. The definitions themselves are variations on a theme of Sleijpen [23, 25] . (2) implies (1): Suppose there exists a neighborhood U of 1 such that Us is not a neighborhood of s. Then there exists sa -» s such that sa ^ Us for all a. Pick a subset Sß -> s and Uß, Vß, Wß -► 1 such that UßSß -VßSWß for all ß. Eventually Uß, Vß, Wß £ U, so Sß E Us, a contradiction.
The two alternate equivalences involve similar arguments and hence are omitted. We shall employ freely the alternate characterizations of Lemma 6.2 for various points of subordination.
We henceforth denote subnets with the same subscripts.
6.3 PROPOSITION, (i) Let S be a semitopological monoid. A point s £ S is a point of subordination if and only if U~x(Us) is a neighborhood of s for every neighborhood U of 1. Hence a subordinate point is weakly subordinate.
(ii) In a semitopological semigroup a strongly subordinate point is subordinate.
PROOF, (i) Suppose U_1(Us) is a neighborhood of s whenever U is a neighborhood of 1. Let V be a nonempty open set and pick r EV. There exists an open set U containing 1 such that rU cV. Then Ut n Us / 0 implies rUt n Us / 0 implies Vt n Vs ^ 0. Hence V~1(Vs) is a neighborhood of s. The converse is trivial. For a neighborhood U of 1, Ut f) Us ^ 0 since Us = Us\ c <7si7. Thus a subordinate point is weakly subordinate.
Part (ii) is immediate.
In [3] the notion of a "substantial" point was introduced (see [9] for variants). It follows using separate continuity that L(s) is a closed left ideal of S. If L(s) ^ S, then for each x ^ L(s), choose a neighborhood U (= U(x)) of x such that for all u £ U, u_1(Us) is not a neighborhood of s. By hypothesis there exists some U = U(x) such that int(Us) ^ 0.
Let u £ U such that us £ int(Us). If sa -► s, then usa -> us, so eventually tzsa E Us, a contradiction. Hence L(s) = S and s is a point of strong subordination.
The reader is referred to [13] for special classes of substantial points (and hence, in the locally compact case, of subordinate points). In general subordinate points occur more frequently than substantial points.
It appears worthwhile to put on record a little concerning swasps [swids] . They are generalizations of Sleijpen's notion of a stip, and include all discrete semigroups [monoids], subsemigroups [submonoids] S of topological groups for which the interior of S is dense in S (e.g. finite-dimensional cones), and semigroups [monoids] in which right translations are open mappings (see [23, 24] for more examples of stips, and hence swasps and swids).
The following closure properties allow the construction of further examples. (Indeed it was the desire for closure with respect to products that motivated the introduction of swids.) The converse statement is straightforward. Note that the appropriate continuity requirements at 1 are preserved by prod'ucts. Hence a product of swids is a swid.
By taking infinite products of certain nonabelian finite monoids, one obtains examples of swids that are not swasps. Infinite products of abelian swasps are again swasps; these products contain many subordinate points that are not substantial points.
Recall 6.7 REMARK. The preceding proof goes through for weakly and strongly subordinate points. In order for T to be a swid, one needs additionally continuity at 1. This will follow if S is a locally compact, cr-compact topological semigroup, since T is also a topological semigroup in this case [14, p. 21] . With slight modification of the preceding proof one can obtain an analogue of the proposition for Sleijpen's stips.
Since the Rees quotient S -> S/1 obtained by collasping a closed ideal is a closed mapping, Rees quotients of swasps are swasps (e.g. R+ -> R+/[l, oo); the quotient is sometimes called the "nil-interval" since every nonidentity element is nilpotent).
7. Transport-exchange arguments.
In this section a second transport technique is introduced. The transport idea appears implicitly in the work of Ellis [6] and later becomes explicit in earlier work of the author [12, 13] . Refinements and applications appear in the work of Ruppert [17] and Helmer [9] . The arguments found here involve situations where convergence satisfies a certain "exchange" property reminiscent of the work of Sleijpen.
A second transport, which occurs only in monoids, involves transporting continuity at the identity to subordinate points. There are other hypotheses that give rise to locally reductive actions, but this is a topic which we do not choose to pursue here.
Before considering actions in some detail, we have need of some additional concepts related to functions on product spaces. We begin with a lemma. We remark that equivalence (1) is satisfied for all (a, b) £ X x B if and only if H has closed graph. Hence (1) gives a local version of closed graph.
7.4 DEFINITION. Let H:X xY -> Z be a. function between spaces. Let K cY, and let Hk'.X x K -> Z denote the restriction of H. We say that Hk is Ccontinuous at (a,b) £ X x K if any of the three equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.3 are satisfied (C-continuous stands for continuous with respect to the compact sets as in Lemma 7.3(3)). We say x £ X is a point of C-continuity for Hk if Hk is C-continuous at (x, y) for all y E K.
Let K be a collection of subsets of Y. We say that H is locally bounded at x with respect to K if given K E K, there exists a neighborhood U of x such that H(U xK) has compact closure. If K is the collection of compact sets, we say simply that H is locally bounded at x. 7.5 THEOREM. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, and suppose II:5xFŶ is a separately continuous action of S on a separated uniform space Y. (i) // S is a Namioka space and has an identity 1, and if K C Y is compact, then 1 is a point of C-continuity for Hk-(ii) If S is a Namioka space, if s £ S is a subordinate point, if the action U is locally reductive at s, and if for a compact set K cY, either n is locally bounded at s with respect to {K} or Y is locally compact, then s is a point of C-continuity for UK. . By local boundedness there exists a compact set G and a neighborhood N of s such that NK C G. Since S is a Namioka space, there exists r £ U such that r is ¿/-continuous on G. By Lemma 6.2 there exist nets ua,va -> r such that uasa = vas. By Ucontinuity on G we have eventually (ua(xaya),rz) E U and (va(sya),rsy) £ U. Since (rz,hz) £ U, (rsy,hsy) E U, and uasaya = vasya, we conclude eventually uasaya £ W[hz] fl "Wf/isj/], a contradiction.
The proof for the case Y is locally compact is quite similar. In this case one picks the set G to be the union of sK and a compact neighborhood of z.
(iii) Let sa -> s, ya -> y in A, and saya -> z. By the definition of a subordinate point, there exists ua,va,wa -> 1 such that uasa = vaswa for all a. Then ua(saya) -* I2 = 2 since eventually sQya G TVA C B, B closed implies z E B, and Hß is continuous at (l,z). But uasaya = (vaswa)ya = va(s(waya)). Now eventually waya £ U A C -B, so waya -> ly. By separate continuity s(izjQyQ) -► sly = sy. Since swa -» s, eventually swaya £ NA C 5. Thus 2 = sy.
In light of Theorem 7.5 it is of interest to identify sufficient conditions for points of C-continuity to be points of continuity. (ii) If S is a monoid for which multiplication is continuous at {1} x S, if s £ S is a weakly subordinate point, and if the action is locally bounded at 1 and s with respect to K, then s is a point of continuity for Uk for all K £ K. (ii) Y is locally compact and locally connected; (iii) n is locally bounded at s for all s £ S and the topology of S xY is the finest coherent with all rectangles S x K where K C Y is compact. The latter will hold in particular (a) if S is locally compact and Y is a k-space, or more generally (ß) if S xY is a k-space, or (7) if Y is locally compact; (iv) Y is compact.
PROOF. For the case S is a swasp parts (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 7.5(h) and Proposition 7.6(iii), as does part (ii) for the case S is a swid.
To finish case (i) when 5 is a swid, we note by Theorem 7.5(i) that 1 is a point of C-continuity for Uk for all compact K C Y, and hence a point of C-continuity for n since Y is locally compact. Hence 1 is a point of continuity for n by Proposition Then tasaya has a convergent subnet converging to some z £ Bd(A). Since by definition of a swid tasa -> Is = s and yQ -> y, z -sy since s is a point of C-continuity. This contradiction completes the proof of (i).
To prove part (iii), we note by Corollary 7.7 
that IIk is continuous for all K compact. Thus if Q is any open set in Y, then U~1(Q) n (S x K) -II^Q)
is open in S x K. Thus II_1(Q) is open. We conclude that n is continuous.
Part (iv) is a special case of (iii). In [13] I posed the question of finding classes of semigroups which act continuously on compact spaces if they act separately continuously. Corollary 7.8 shows that swids on Namioka spaces are such a class.
The need to consider only locally reductive actions for swasps is something of a nuisance. Alternately one has available the following general result. 7.9 THEOREM. Suppose that S is a swasp on a Namioka space, Y is a uniform space, and n: S x Y -> Y is an action which is locally bounded with respect to a family of compact sets K. Then for each t £ S, the function îHk'S x K -> Y which sends (s,y) to tsy is continuous for all K £ K.
PROOF. Let sa -► s in 5, ya -► y in K, and suppose tsaya does not cluster to tsy. Then for some subnet saya -> z £ Y since n is locally bounded. Then tsaya -► tz so tz t¿ tsy. One now proceeds as in the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 7.5 to derive a contradiction.
We close this section with a few pertinent comments. 7.10 REMARKS, (i) The reader is cautioned that a certain polarity exists for the results of this section. For example in Corollary 7.8 to obtain continuity of right actions, one needs a "right" swid or swasp.
(ii) The role played by Namioka property for swids is only that of an "igniter" to obtain continuity at 1. Continuity is then tranported from 1 to points of weak subordination.
If continuity at 1 is obtained by some other method, then the Namioka requirement can be eliminated.
(iii) One could slightly generalize the definition of a subordinate point by requiring that {i: (Ut)~ fl (Us)~ } be a neighborhood of s for all nonempty open sets U. (This definition is equivalent to the other one for locally compact spaces.) The definition of strongly and weakly subordinate points could be similarly weakened. The results of this paper then go through also in this setting (the notation becomes more cumbersome and the proofs slightly more technical). A modified version of Proposition 6.4 yields that the "substantial" points in [9 and 13] are strongly subordinate points in this more general sense. Hence the results of this paper are genuine generalizations of most results there. An alternate generalization is to define a point s to be subordinate if there exists a positive integer n such that for any open set U ^ 0, the set {t E S: there exist t = sç,, sx,..., sn = s such that Uai_1 fl USi 0 for i -1,..., n} is a neighborhood of s. Again the results of this paper for subordinate points remain valid for this generalization. Whether significant examples exist satisfying this but not the other is another question.
(iv) Although products of Namioka spaces need not be Namioka spaces, in [3] a class of spaces which are not Namioka spaces, which contain locally compact and complete metric spaces, and are closed under arbitrary products are given. So swids on such spaces are productive. 8 . Migrant actions. We wish to apply the results of §7 to the setting of §3
with the added hypothesis that the set of migrants is a semigroup which acts on the two spaces under consideration.
To be precise, we make the following blanket assumptions throughout the remainder of this section:
(i) S is a semitopological semigroup.
(ii) X, Y are Hausdorff spaces, and Z is a separated uniform space.
(iii) There is given a separately continuous H:X xY ^ Z sending (x, y) to x * y such that given xi ^ x2 in X (yi ^ y2 in Y) there exists y EY (x £ X) such that xi *y ¿x2*y (x*yx t¿ x*y2). (iv) F:X xS -> X sending (x, s) to xs is a right action of S on X; G: S x Y -► Y sending (s, y) to sy is a locally effective left action (no continuity assumptions).
(v) (Transposition law) For all x E X, s £ S and y E Y, xs * y = x * sy.
Before giving the first result, we have need of certain preliminaries. PROOF. (1) implies (2): We have sa -> s implies xsa -> xs in XCT; thus xsa * y -> xs * y.
(2) implies (1): If xa -* x in Xa, then xa * sy -> x * sy in Z since sy E Y; since y was arbitrary, xQs -» xs in Xa. If sQ -► s, then xsQ * y -> xs * y, so xsQ -> xs in X".
The equivalence of (2) and (3) is analogous. Let fl be the uniformity on Z. The uniformity on Ya is that inherited from the product uniformity on Zx (thinking of Y as functions from S to Z). A basis is given by F ->W = {(y,z)£Y xY:(x*y,x*z)£W for all x £ F} where F is a finite subset of X and IV Eft.
The following result is standard. We are now ready for the main result. (ii) Let x £ X and let sa -> s. If K E K and ya -> y in K, then saya -» sy in Ya by part (i). Thus x*saya -> x*sy, i.e. xsa *ya -> xs*y. Part (ii) follows from Lemma 8.3.
We wish to transport weak continuity at 1 to other points. For this purpose we need the stronger notion of a strongly subordinate point (Definition 6.1).
8.5 THEOREM. Assume either that (i) for all t £ S, the left action G:SxYa -> Ya is locally bounded at t with respect to J, the collection of singleton subsets, or that (ii) for all y E Y, Gy:S -> Ya sending t to ty is continuous.
If for fixed x E X, the function Fx: S -» Xa sending t to xt is continuous at 1 and if s is a strongly subordinate point, then Fx is continuous at s. Hence if every point is strongly subordinate (e.g. S is a stip), then Fx is weakly continuous. Then eventually (xsQ * y = x * say,x * z) E U (since say -> z in Ya); (x * z,xu* z) £ U (since u E N); eventually (xu * z,xu* say) £ U (since say -> z); (xu * say -xva * sy,x * sy) £ U (since usa = vas and va £ N). Thus eventually (xsa *y,xs *y) E U4 C IV. Since y and W were arbitrary, xsa -> xs in X".
(ii) xsa * y = x * say -> x * sy -xs * y.
9. Actions on locally convex spaces. The action of topological groups on locally convex spaces, closely related with representation theory, has an extensive literature. A good summary of the state of the art up to that time may be found in [15] . The two techniques found there involve "smoothing" via integration and Baire category techniques. The latter extend to the semigroup setting, and have been skillfully exploited by Helmer [8, 9] . The special class of semigroups called "stips" and their actions on certain convex spaces have been considered by Sleijpen [23] and Dzinotyiweyi [5] . It is our aim in this section to wed these two approaches.
In this section let X denote a locally convex separated topological vector space (over the reals or complexes). We denote the dual space of continuous linear functionals by Y. There is induced a bilinear form (x, f) -» (x, /) = f(x) from X x Y into the base field. We assume always that Y is equipped with the weak topology <t(Y,X), and we let XCT stand for X equipped with the weak topology cr(X, Y). The following is a variant of Theorem 3.2 of [9] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 9.1 THEOREM. Suppose n:X x S -> X is a linear action of the semigroup S on X which is separately continuous for X = Xa, where S is a Namioka space. Suppose further either that:
(a) p is a subodinate point of S, U is continuous at (0,p), and the induced action G: S x Y -> Y is locally effective at p, or (b) S is a monoid with multiplication continuous at {1} x S, p is a weakly subordinate point, and U is continuous at (0,1) and (0, s). (ii) By Theorem 8.4, s -> xs: S -► X¡c is continuous at p for all x E X. Since K C B and each member of B is contained in a member of K, X¡c = Xg.
(iii) Let xQ -► x in Xg and sa -► p in 5. Then xQ -x -► 0, so (xQ -x)sa = xQsa -xsa -► 0 by continuity at (0,p). By part (ii) xsa -> xp in Xg. The last statements imply that xasa -> xp.
9.2 COROLLARY. Lei TL: E x S -> E be a linear action of a swid S on a locally convex space E such that U is continuous at (0, s) for all s E S, and assume S is a Namioka space.
(i) If x £ E is a weakly continuous vector (i.e. s -> xs: S -> Ea is continuous), then x is a continuous vector (s -> xs: S -> E is continuous).
(ii) The set of (weakly) continuous vectors forms a closed subspace X of E and the restriction of the action Il|:XxS-»Xi3 continuous.
PROOF. Let X = {u E E: u is weakly continuous}. A routine verification yields that X is a linear subspace containing x and that X is invariant under the action ofS.
We show X is closed in E. Suppose v is in the closure of X and sa -► s in S. The action of S restricted to X remains continuous at all points (0, s), s £ S, and each s acts continuously since it does at 0. Finally every vector in X is weakly continuous with respect to the dual F of X since every continuous linear functional on X extends to one on E by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Hence the action X" x S -> Xa is separately continuous (continuous linear operators on X are continuous on Xa).
By part (ii) of Theorem 9.1 applied to X, we conclude that s -» xs: S -> X is continuous. Since X has the subspace topology, x is a continuous vector in E.
The remainder of the corollary now follows from part (iii) of Theorem 9.1. We now recover (a slight generalization of) the main result of Dzinotyiweyi in It follows that (x,i) -> xt: E x N -* E is continuous at (0, s). The desired conclusion now follows from Theorem 9.1. 9.5 REMARK. Analogues for Corollaries 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 exist for swasps provided the induced actions on the appropriate dual spaces are locally effective. In 9.2 and 9.3 the appropriate dual space is the dual of the space of weakly continuous vectors. In 9.4 it is simply the dual of E (see Theorem 3.2 of [9] for appropriate conditions for this latter case).
We give some examples of results which remain valid for swasps.
9.6 COROLLARY. Let U:ExS -> E be a linear action of a swasp S on a locally
convex space E such that n is continuous at (0, s) for all s £ S. Assume S is a Namioka space and that x E E is a weakly continuous vector.
(i) For each t £ S, xt is a continuous vector.
(ii) // the vector x is S-generated, i.e. if x is the closure of the vector subspace generated by xS, then x is a continuous vector.
(iii) If S -U"=ie¿^ where each e% is an idempotent, then x is a continuous vector.
PROOF, (i) Let X = {u £ E:u is weakly continuous}. As in Corollary 9.2, X is a closed linear subspace of E containing x which is invariant under the action of S, and the induced action on its dual Y is separately continuous and locally bounded with respect to K, the compact equicontinuous subsets of V. By Theorem 7.9 for t E S, (s,y) -» tsy: S x K -> Y is continuous for all K E K. Thus if sQ -► s, xtsa converges uniformly to xts on K. Since X has the topology of uniform convergence on members of K, xt is a continuous vector in X and hence in E.
(ii) A modified version of the first part of the proof of Corollary 9.2 yields that the set of continuous vectors is a closed vector subspace of E. The result then follows from part (i).
(iii) By Proposition 7.2 the action on the dual of the weakly continuous vectors is locally effective. Hence the proof of Corollary 9.2 goes through. Corollary 9.6 is a generalization of some of the results of Sleijpen in [25] . Part (iii) gives an affirmative answer to a question he raises there. He gives a counterexample for the case finitely many idempotents are replaced by countably many.
For strongly subordinate points one obtains analogues of Sleijpen's results [23] .
9.7 THEOREM. Let it: E x S -> E be a linear action of a monoid S on a locally
convex space E such that each t £ S acts as a continuous linear transformation.
(i) If s E S is a strongly subordinate point, if the action is continuous at (0, s), and if for p £ E, t -» pt:S -> Ea is continuous at I, then it is continuous at s.
(ii) // every point of S is strongly subordinate, S is a Namioka space, and the action is continuous at {0} x S, then if the vector p is weakly continuous at 1, it is a continuous vector.
PROOF, (i) Suppose s E S is strongly subordinate and n is continuous at (0, s). By part (i) of Theorem 9.1 the dual action S X E' -> E' is locally bounded at (s,y) for all y £ E'. (That is, Uy has compact closure for some neighborhood U of s. The additional hypotheses of that theorem were not used in part (i).) By Theorem 8.6, t -► pt: S -» Ea is continuous at s (only the local boundedness at s was used in the proof).
(ii) This part follows from part (i) and Corollary 9.2. Corollary 9.2 and Theorem 9.7 provides nice (one-sided) generalizations of the main results of Sleijpen in [22] of the action on the measure algebra.
Further questions.
We close the paper with what appear to be some interesting problems for further research.
1. Characterize those semitopological semigroups for which every separately continuous action is locally effective (or at least identify classes of such).
2. Weak subordination is a sufficient condition on a point for it to be a point of continuity for separately continuous actions on compact spaces. Find interesting necessary conditions.
3. Let S be a compact semitopological semigroup with a dense subgroup. Suppose ga -* x, a regular element. Does g~l converge to an inverse for x? 4. A locally compact semigroup S acts on its measure algebra both on the left and right. Sleijpen [22] showed that if 5 is a stip, then the weakly continuous vectors for each action coincide. Is this (or some generalization thereof) provable by the techniques of this paper?
5. If S x Y -► Y is a(n) (effective) separately continuous actions of a product S of finite semigroups on a compact space V, is the action continuous (for finite monoids this is true by §7)?
